How culture conditions modulate the morphofunctional differentiation of the human estradiol-sensitive mammary cell line (MCF-7).
The MCF-7 cell line grown on plastic surfaces is widely accepted as a model for hormone sensitivity in molecular biology. However, in vitro results concerning estrogen sensitivity remain controversial. In search of culture conditions most closely simulating the in vivo microenvironment we cultured MCF-7 cells on diverse substrates and in suspension culture. The different factors of the contact environment: (A) influence of diffusive medium, (B) influence of cell to cell contacts, and (C) influence of cell to substrate contacts were considered. Using morphological criteria:phase contrast microscopy, scanning and transmission electron microscopy we observed MCF-7 morphofunctional differentiation under the different culture conditions. Plastic, corneal endothelial cell extracellular matrix, and attached collagen gels imposed a planar medium-aggregate interface. The impermeability of the free surface and the intense basal tension antagonized epithelial polarization. Only at post-confluence did domes and clusters appear above the monolayer. On floating collagen gels and in suspension culture the cells established intimate cell-cell contacts over large surfaces and reconstituted tissular architecture. Three-dimensional growth conditions which approach the in vivo contact environment of epithelial cells should be used instead of the traditional monolayer cultures for assessing hormonal and pharmacological responses of human breast carcinomas.